


it is possible to fly without motors,
but not without knowledge and skill.

- wilbur wright -

“ “



I remember when I came to Oswestry in the late 1970s, 
it was a lot different than what it is now. The pound was 
crashing and there was no confidence in UK business. 
Just before Thatcher came to power there were weekly 
strikes – it was a mess. The whole of the UK was hit hard 
by the recession. Oswestry was a very depressed town 
at that time. It was what was known as an Assisted Area. 
People here were struggling with cost of items because 
of high rates of inflation. Park Hall army camp had gone, 
the railway repair works had closed down and there was 
high unemployment. John Biffen was MP at the time and he 
made sure his own constituency had Assisted Area status 
so it could get support from the government. I went to the 
Department of Industry and I asked where can I have a fac-
tory and I came here.

Setting up here worked out really well. Today Oswestry’s 
a very desirable area – it’s changed so dramatically for 
the better and now I think this town is a boom town. There 
are all sorts of nice restaurants, and good shops, and you 
can get what you need in Oswestry. It’s been a great town 
for the business. The workforce has been good over the 
years, the quality of the work has been excellent and the 
work ethic has remained strong here. I think the reason 
we’ve been able to retain the same staff for so long is be-
cause we make a very interesting product which is sold all 
over the world.

I’ve had an amazing response from people since announc-
ing our new range of hot air balloons, and I am excited at 
the innovation that is emerging in our base in Oswestry.  
We have the best people here and the best quality, and 
some of the new products we are developing are going to 
really shake up the ballooning industry. 

People often ask what keeps me motivated, and the answer 
is simple, I love aeronautics – it’s been my life – and I love 
business. I’m in a lucky position to be able to combine the 
two and be in control of my own company. I couldn’t enjoy 
it more than I already do. How many people can say that?

– Per Lindstrand
Founder & CEO

“
“
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A wealth of experience under one roof!

Lindstrand is headed by Per Lindstrand, the ballooning legend 
and perhaps the most experienced balloonist in the world. Per 
personally has held all three absolute world records for hot 
air balloons.

Distance, Duration and Altitude

Per Lindstrand has been manufacturing lighter-than-air air-
craft and fabric structures in the United Kingdom since 1978 
and in that time he has produced over 10,000 aircraft and in-
flatable products with designs certified in over 48 countries.

Per, has himself pioneered many technical innovations, always 
pushing his products to the limits in order to advance balloon 
technology and thereby offer you a superior balloon system. 

It has always been Per’s policy to design and manufacture 
‘in house’. You will find almost every trade in our company, 
brought together in our first class workshops and world-class 
textile-testing laboratories located in Oswestry, United King-
dom.

Per and his team at Lindstrand Technologies have proven track 
record of project management, from high tech space missions 
to world record breaking endurance flights.

Lindstrand Technologies has full EASA type certification for 
balloons, EASA type certificate number BA.0026.

LINDSTRAND
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To most people the sky is the limit...
for those who love to fly, the sky is home.

 - Anon -
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PLEASURE IN THE JOB PUTS
PERFECTION IN THE WORK.

- ARISTOTLE - 

“ “





Man’s mind, once stretched by a new idea,
never regains its original Dimensions

- oliver wendell holmes -

“ “



Lindstrand is proud to present solo balloons, sports balloons, 
through to magnificent passenger carrying balloons. In addi-
tion, Special Shapes, advanced fabric engineering is brought 
to you by our dedicated team.

To assist in your choice of design, our art department would 
be delighted to produce colour illustrations and presentation 
quality visuals for you or your client. Our design department 
uses the very latest computer aided design technology, gener-
ating precise envelope shapes, however complicated, and even 
makes allowances for such things as temperature gradients 
inside the envelope.

All of our envelopes are tailored to the demand of the private, 
sporting, commercial pilot or operator. Whatever your needs 
we will have a package to suit both your intended application 
and your pocket. Owning a Lindstrand Balloon gives you the 
edge, both in looks, performance and quality.

Maximising Choice.

Every Lindstrand envelope is subject to stringent quality 
checks during design and manufacture, through to the test in-
flation and delivery. We offer an extensive range of envelope 
options including rotation vents, fast vent, scoops and a ka-
leidoscope of fabric colours. Each envelope is built with a 1.50 
metre heavy Nomex fire resistant base throat as a standard 
feature.

Whatever your choice, you can rest assured that our enve-
lopes are the best in the business. 
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Envelopes

Quality and Safety



As you would expect, Lindstrand wants you to feel confident 
that your new balloon has been constructed to the highest 
standards, from the finest materials. Our no quibble guaran-
tee gives you a 12-month warranty on all products, with an 
extended warranty option on certain fabrics. Of course this is 
subject to normal usage in accordance with the flight manual. 
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Guarantee







The Lindstrand Racer is designed for those who love to fly 
and love to win! 

The design engineers at Lindstrand set out to create a com-
petitive balloon that would give competitors an edge whilst fly-
ing, but still a joy to fly.  The result is the Lindstrand Racer, an 
envelope that can safely increase ascent and descent rates 
while maintaining a stable profile.  The basic envelope shape 
working in conjunction with the internal baffle system has suc-
ceeded in achieving all our target design goals.

The result is a flat panel speedster which gives competition 
pilots a distinct edge and puts “fun” into sport flying! The Lind-
strand Racer is available as a 56, and 65. 
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Racer



DESIGNED FOR THOSE WHO LOVE TO 
FLY...AND LOVE TO WIN!

“ “



i mAY NOT HAVE GONE WHERE i
INTENDED TO GO...

BUT I THINK I HAVE ENDED UP WHERE I 
INTENDED TO BE.

- DOUGLAS ADAMS -

“ “







YOU HAVEN’T SEEN A TREE UNTIL YOU’VE 
SEEN IT’S SHADOW FROM THE SKY.

- AMELIA EARHART -

“ “



Lindstrand baskets are all hand crafted from a mixture of the 
finest Palambang and Kaboo cane, which is flexible and durable 
in all conditions. Always with an eye for safety, we have con-
structed our baskets around the “safety cage” principle, using 
upper and lower tubular stainless steel subframes for added 
protection. The lower edge and footholds of every basket is 
finished in the toughest rawhide and the base is reinforced 
and strengthened by ash runners protected by nylon wear 
strips. For sheer luxury our cushion floors are standard. 

A trimming of English grain leather or high quality suede, adds 
a distinctive finish to every Lindstrand basket and gives you a 
further opportunity to integrate your
personal colour scheme.

Our selection of commercial baskets features single and dou-
ble T partitions, padded compartments and higher sides for 
extra safety.
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Baskets



Introducing LTL’s New Lightweight folding basket, the Nomad.

Weighing only 27kg the Nomad is perfect for travelling the 
globe. Plane friendly, the Nomad basket can be checked in as 
luggage. When folded for travel the Nomad basket measures: 
0.80m x 1.00m. The Nomad is available in a range of colours.

The Nomad









QUALITY IS NOT AN ACT, IT IS A HABIT
- ARISTOTLE -

“ “



In Beautiful Colour!

At the heart of any balloon system is the burner. With this in 
mind, Lindstrand has taken a fresh look at design and we are 
proud to bring you a superior range of high performance, low 
noise burners. The Vortech double burner is the perfect choice 
for mid-range sport balloonists and commercial operators. 

The Vortech burner incorporates many features with its ad-
vanced design technology, that eliminates leakage and expen-
sive maintenance. Crafted to aerospace standards by our own 
engineers, the Vortech embodies simple perfection with no 
compromises. Anodized monoblocs and handles available in a 
variety of colours.

The Vortech Burner





The aluminium monobloc stabilises temperature and the 
flow of propane through the bloc, before entering the 
main coil and exiting through the burner jets.

Easily replaceable jets for cleaning and maintenance, or 
for re-jetting when using fuels other than propane. 

The liquid fire valve has a toggle action and is distinguish-
able from the main blast valve.

A purpose-built coil shroud, spun and formed from 18 
gauge aerospace stainless steel, with a rolled rim and 
flanged air and access apertures for increased stability, 
strength and safety.

Modular components designed to be serviced and main-
tained in minutes, rather than hours, with the minimum 
of fuss.

The Vortech is available in a range of colour options for 
both the monobloc and valve handles, allowing you the 
freedom to select a colour scheme to match your balloon 
and accessories.
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The Vortech’s Unique
Features Include:



any pilot can describe the mechanics 
of flying, what it can do for the spIRIt 

of man is Beyond description.
- barry m. goldwater -

“ “











Accessories

We never compromise on the little touches. Our stylish range 
of accessories, from a map case to a burner bag, are all tai-
lored from resilient cordura, in your choice of colour and con-
trast piping. All accessory bags can be quickly unclipped and 
removed, without unthreading straps through the basket – an-
other unique feature to the Lindstrand brand. 
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therE are no shortcuts to 
any place worth going.

- Anon -

“ “





EXPLORATION IS REALLY THE
ESSENCE OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT.

- FRANK BORMAN -

“ “





WHERE WILL YOUR LINDSTRAND
TAKE YOU...

“ “



Lindstrand Technologies Ltd
Maesbury Road Industrial Estate,

Oswestry, Shropshire, SY10 8GA, England


